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About This Game

FreezeME is a A 3D platformer in the style of the 90s-era but wait there is a twist! The main character “R” has one special tool
– a camera around her neck. This camera allows her to literally freeze the objects she photographs.

This brown-eyed moppet with a camera around her neck is hot on the trail of her best friend, “M,” who has been abducted by
the dastardly Fat the Cat that longs to create what he describes as a “Dog-Free-World”. How kidnapping M will help him with

this goal remains something of a mystery, but R is determined to thwart him by rescuing M from his clutches.
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Title: FreezeME
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Rainy Night Creations
Publisher:
Rainy Night Creations
Release Date: 10 Dec, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP Service Pack 3 (32 bits)

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2.9 GHz / AMD Dual-Core 3.5 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: SM 3.0 with 512MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Portuguese
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Short, scary, sweet! I was amazed that it was such a quality product for something that is Free to Play, so I bought the DLC to
give it a little support! <3. This is by far my favourite train on the game. Lovely to drive up and down the two northern sections
of the WCML. Don't buy this however if you're only wanting to use it for career scenarios as the game doesn't account for the
tilting mechanism and you lose all your points for drive quality. Despite that issue this is an absolute must have for your
collection, its a good deal at full price but even better if picked up in a sale.. this♥♥♥♥♥♥i HATE 2D Game n i thought it was
3D ♥♥♥♥ it waste my money for key activations , unlike movements too. Takes the good parts of good old Gem TD, back
from the days of WC3 custom maps, and makes an actual good game out of it.

No luck, pure puzzle-solving.

Definitely worth the purchase!. Nice graphics and relaxing music, minigames are quite good,

You cannot change the key bindings and are stuck using the arrow keys.
Screen resolution is bad on full screen (black borders).
Very easy to lose interest in this game as it is aimed for a more younger audience.

. Cant pick up weapons. cant use special abilities. whats wrong with this game?. It's a bit rough around the edges, but I'm loving
it so far.

If you ever played the old King's Bounty game that shipped with the first Heroes of Might and Magic, and wished a second
King's Bounty came out with HoMM 2's graphic style, then this is what you'd been waiting for.

Pros:
-Gorgeous retro graphics and animations
-Turn based strategy battles that harken back to KB\/HoMM games
-Huge variety of fantasy creatures to recruit and fight
-Levelling system isn't complicated whilst still giving you enough control over your knight's growth

Cons:
-In the English version atleast, a lot of the quests and tips are poorly written. It doesn't interfere with the gameplay but it does
detract from any immersion.
-Sometimes lacks intuitive controls and tooltips, like using the space bar to skip a turn or hovering over a button to see what it
does.. This is a "Do you recommend this game?" Yes AND No.
Puzzles are overall not bad, a lot with math (too many IMHO), which is good and worth a playthrough but...
The plot is not so good as it could;
A good chunk of puzzles have inherent backtracking in a zone to solve it (toward the end it becomes annoying to do even with
fast travels);
Some moment are useless to even exist (ex: "Watson, go get a hansom" );
A crap tons of locations exist for NOTHING, just deceive and add things to the London map (and they fail in their job of
deceiving you);
Definitely not the best Sherlock Holmes game made by Frogwares, if you really want it wait for a good steam sale.
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just awfull

this game is not a game . its a meduim size something with things in it that feels like it was made is garrys mod
nothing too do nowhere too go pointless .

spend your money elsewere
1\/10 only got a 1 cos it has cute zombie assets .

controller compatible xbox one and xbox 360. Ah, now this is more like it, this is the type of DLC I want to see more of.. I can't
quite remember how I ended up buying this game, but it had been sitting in my library for some time. I decided to finally
download and give it an install.
It's a very basic, in a good way, turn based game. I enjoy those sorts of games, but often get put off by how long a game can
take. Not so in this. There is a fair amount of strategy to get your head into, and I have much more to learn, but you have 50
turns in which to play. 50 turns or less if you do not survive, that is.
For what it is, I am quite impressed and happy with this game and hope to see some evolution with its formula. I could
comfortably give it a solid 8/10 so far and look forward to seeing it develop.. its pretty ok, wouldnt recomend though. It has
some challenging aspects to it but everytime you die you have the option of reviving with little cost, this makes defeating bosses
insanley easy and the overall game is every forgiving. its challenges are rather teedeus and most of them you can just skip right
through. There is an impressive amount of levels, though you do not have to play trhough all of them. but with that all said it
really does have its charms. its cute, light and some what fun but it plays a bit slow and is filled with teedus tasks.. i cant get in
the program plz help me. Pros
-Nice colour scheme
-Nice soundtrack (NOT the music)
-Decent emoticons and badges

Cons
-Level 16 is literally impossible as theres a "laser" that isint even visible half the time and never turns off
-The slow down time is not needed and breaks the game (doesent make it easier, makes it worst)
-Most levels can be beat by hugging one of the walls
-The music is terrible (That one is a personal opinion)
-Terrible backrounds (From the trading cards)
-\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t deaths
-\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t tutorial (it only teaches you how to move)
-It cost money (not alot, but still)
-\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t achievements (ex:Die 20 times, beat level one, beat level two, use slow mow
20 times)
-Cant use keyboard to select anything once the level is completed (Dosent sound like a big deal, but I'd like to drink my creamy
chocolate chill while playing a game, and as simple as this game is, it shouldnt need or have mouse controls)
-At this point I'll say anything to expand the cons list (ex:This)

Anyways, my opinion should be clear on this game... Even though im going to keep playing it because it has become a question
of pride.
http:\/\/www.steamcardexchange.net\/index.php?gamepage-appid-586970
Thats a link to see all the trading cards, emoticons, and badges.
FYI: This list is while graphics was on "fantastic".. I hope they put out more adventures for this. If the art and the blurb appeal
to you, its hard to imagine you won't enjoy it.. OMG OMG OMG INDIE GAMES. It started out decently, but turned out to be
one of the worst games I've ever played. The physics are inconsistent from one play to the next, the ropes appear to do nothing
at all (you attach them taught, and they immediately develop a ton of slack as soon as you click the play button), wood beams
immediately fall over (will not stand upright and will not lean against each other in a triangle form). Add to that the fact that
control (placement and movement of the building pieces) is absolutely terrible; you'll spend a lot of time fighting with the pieces
to get them placed where you want them.

I made it only to level 14 before giving up. The issues mentioned above make it impossible (for me) to get past that level. The
wood beams do not act realistically, the ropes to not act realistically, it's nearly impossible to find any place to attach the ropes,
and tying the wood beams to the ground has no effect at all (the ropes do not secure or hold the wood beams in place; the ropes
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immediately stretch and the wood beams fall over).

In my oinion, this game isn't worth it, not even on sale. If it weren't past the refund period, I'd be requesting a refund because
the game is simply unplayable due to the issues mentioned above.. I have played this game a little and I must say I enjoy it. It has
a nice feeling and I like the camera transitions. I think it would be more fun with a controller (yes, it does offer gamepad
support) but unfortunatelly I don't own one.

I'm not sure if it's just on my PC but I don't like the fact that the console is always running in the background and if you try to
close it the game crashes.

Overall an enjoyable game for the price paid (got it at a discount).
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